Influence of cerebral blood flow on breathing stability
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Xie A, Skatrud JB, Barczi SR, Reichmuth K, Morgan BJ, Mont S, Dempsey JA. Influence of cerebral blood flow on breathing stability. J Appl Physiol 106: 850–856, 2009. First published December 31, 2008; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.90914.2008.—Our previous work showed a diminished cerebral blood flow (CBF) response to changes in PacO2, in congestive heart failure patients with central sleep apnea compared with those without apnea. Since the regulation of CBF serves to minimize oscillations in H+ and PCO2 at the site of the central chemoreceptors, it may play an important role in maintaining breathing stability. We hypothesized that an attenuated cerebrovascular reactivity to changes in PacO2, would narrow the difference between the eupneic PacO2 and the apneic threshold PacO2, known as the CO2 reserve, thereby making the subjects more susceptible to apnea. Accordingly, in seven normal subjects, we used indomethacin (Indo; 100 mg by mouth) sufficient to reduce the CBF response to CO2 by ~25% below control. The CBF reserve was estimated during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. The apnea threshold was determined, both with and without Indo, in NREM sleep, in a random order using a ventilator in pressure-support mode to gradually reduce PacO2 until apnea occurred. Results: Indo significantly reduced the CO2 reserve required to produce apnea from 6.3 ± 0.5 to 4.4 ± 0.7 mmHg (P = 0.01) and increased the slope of the ventilation decrease in response to hypocapnic inhibition below eupnea (control vs. Indo: 1.06 ± 0.10 vs. 1.61 ± 0.27 l·min⁻¹·mmHg⁻¹, P < 0.05). We conclude that reductions in the normal cerebral vascular response to hypocapnia will increase the susceptibility to apneas and breathing instability during sleep.

PacO2: apnea

IMPAIRED CEREBROVASCULAR response to CO2 and attenuated cerebral perfusion have been observed in patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) (6, 18, 27, 35). This group of patients also suffers a high prevalence of periodic breathing (22, 39). Our previous studies further showed that patients with central sleep apnea (CSA) have two major pathologic features compared with those with similar cardiac function but no periodic breathing. One is a lower cerebrovascular reactivity to CO2 (51) and the other is a smaller CO2 reserve (ΔPaco2, eupnea Paco2 – apneic threshold Paco2), which reflects an enhanced disposition toward apnea and breathing instability (3, 50). These correlative findings suggest a possible cerebrovascular mechanism for sleep-related periodic breathing, at least in patients with CHF.

The possibility that alterations in cerebral blood flow (CBF) regulation could cause breathing instability is based on highly sensitive control of the cerebral vasculature via changes in PacO2 and the inverse relationship between CBF and ventilation (7, 8, 16, 32). The central chemoreceptors are stimulated as the result of constriction of the cerebral vessels and, conversely, depressed by dilatation of these vessels (16, 38). This relationship exists because a decrease in CBF will impede the removal of the respiratory stimulant, CO2, from the medulla, while an increase in CBF will facilitate CO2 removal. Furthermore, the cerebral vasculature responds very quickly to changes in PacO2; therefore subsequent changes in CBF provide an ongoing regulation of ventilation on a second by second basis (38). This influence becomes more important during sleep as PacO2 becomes the critical factor in maintaining rhythmic breathing when the wakefulness stimulus is absent (4, 40). Thus reduction of such vasomotor reactivity renders ventilation vulnerable to relatively small transient changes in PacO2, easily provoking apnea and periodic breathing.

In a previous study we assessed the role of CBF in ventilatory control by reducing CBF and the cerebrovascular response to CO2 via indomethacin (Indo) in 9 normal awake human subjects. Indo increased eupnic ventilation and reduced PCO2, and caused a significant increase in the ventilatory response to hypercapnia (52). In turn, it has been suggested that an exaggerated central chemoreceptor CO2 responsiveness might lead to feedback instability in the chemoreflex, thereby becoming a major contributor to periodic breathing (25). We therefore hypothesized that a reduction in the CBF response to CO2 would increase the susceptibility to apnea during sleep, which would be reflected in a smaller CO2 reserve. Accordingly, we used oral Indo to reduce CBF and the cerebrovascular responsiveness to CO2 in healthy subjects and determined the effect on the ventilatory response to transient reductions in PacO2, below eupnea during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep.

METHODS

Subjects. Seven normal subjects (5 men, 2 women, aged 18–35 yr; body mass index of 23 ± 2) participated in two-night experiments with/without an oral administration of Indo. Female volunteers were studied in the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle. All were non-smokers, non-obese, non-snorers, normotensive, and free from cardiovascular, pulmonary, and neurological diseases. Subjects were asked to abstain from caffeine and alcohol for their supper and to arrive at the laboratories 2 h prior to their normal bedtime. To facilitate sleep and to depress arousal, 10 mg of zolpidem, which did not show any effect on CBF perfusion in normal baboons (9), were given orally to all subjects prior to lights out. This study was approved by the University of Wisconsin Health Sciences Human Subjects Committee.

Polysomnographic methods. Sleep studies were performed at night on each subject under control and Indo conditions. Standard polysom-
nographic techniques were used to identify sleep stages and arousals (36). Ventilation was measured using a pneumotachograph (#5719; Hans Rudolph, Kansas City, MO) that was attached to a leak-free nasal mask. The airway pressure was measured with a pressure transducer, connected to a port in the mask. Respiratory effort was monitored using respiratory inductive plethysmography (Respitrace, Ambulatory Monitoring), which was calibrated with an isovolume maneuver and then secured by dressing tape. SaO2 was measured continuously by a pulse oximeter (Biox #3740; Ohmeda, Madison, WI). End-tidal POCO2 (PETCO2) and PO2 (PETO2) were sampled from the nasal mask and measured by a gas analyzer (AMETEK, model CD-3A). All variables were recorded continuously on a polygraph (model 78D; Grass Instruments) and simultaneously on a computer for later analysis.

**Indo and CBF.** The subjects took either 100 mg of Indo with 20 ml Maalox (treatment) or 20 ml Maalox alone (control) before lying down on the bed. We previously determined the effects of this dose of oral Indo on middle cerebral artery blood velocity (CBFV) in nine subjects, including the same seven subjects as enrolled in the current study, using the transcranial Doppler technique (52). However, we were unable to monitor CBF during sleep in this present study owing to technical problems with maintaining the position of the Doppler probe (Marc 600, Spencer Technologies). Therefore we used those previously obtained data to show the effects of Indo on CBFV for the seven current subjects during wakefulness. Note that CBFV began to decrease ~30 min following Indo ingestion, fell to 75 ± 8% of control by 90 min postingestion, and remained at 68 ± 5% of control by 4 h postingestion (Fig. 1). The cerebrovascular response to hypocapnia (ΔCBFV/ΔPETCO2) was depressed by two-thirds at 2–3 h post-Indo ingestion (52). Given these data we assumed that CBFV would be reduced and the cerebrovascular response to CO2 would be significantly attenuated up to 4 h following Indo ingestion and during the period the subjects were studied in NREM sleep (also see DISCUSSION for justification).

**Measurement of the CO2 reserve.** A mechanical ventilator (Hamilton Medical, Veolar) was attached to each subject through a sealed nasal mask. The mouth was taped shut to prevent air leaks. The inspiratory and expiratory tidal volumes were monitored to detect leaks of respiratory system. The ventilator was set in the pressure support mode, which allowed for an independent adjustment of the inspiratory and end-expiratory pressures. All subjects were initially kept on continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) at 2–4 cmH2O to minimize the upper airway resistance. The trigger sensitivity of the ventilator was set to 2 cmH2O below the CPAP level.

![Figure 1](http://jap.physiology.org/)

**Fig. 1.** Effect of 100 mg oral dose of indomethacin (Indo) on resting cerebral blood flow velocity (CBFV) over 4 h in the 7 subjects during wakefulness. By 90 and 250 min after Indo ingestion, the CBFV decreased to 75 ± 8% and 68 ± 5%, respectively, of the initial value, which was significantly lower than the control value at the same time point. This figure represents a portion of the data obtained in a previous related study (52), which included the 7 subjects used in the present study (see METHODS).

During stable stage II-III NREM sleep, after 90 min of either Indo (Indo + Maalox) or placebo (Maalox alone) ingestion, we started a 3-min baseline of cardiorespiratory measurements. Following the baseline measurements, multiple trials of hyperventilation were performed as previously described (50). For the first trial, the pressure support was progressively increased to find the minimum pressure required to produce an apnea. The initial pressure support level was 4 cmH2O above CPAP. If no apnea or hypopnea occurred after 1 min, the inspiratory pressure was increased in 2 cmH2O increments at 1-min intervals, with the end-expiratory pressure remaining unchanged, until apneas and/or hypopneas occurred. For the subsequent trials, the pressure support was increased directly from zero to the approximate target level required to trigger an apnea. At least 3–5 min of spontaneous breathing were given between each trial to allow the ventilation and PaCO2 to return to their baseline levels.

This same protocol was performed on two separate nights with a random order of Indo vs. control. It turned out that three of the seven subjects received Indo on their first night. For the female subjects, the try (i.e., when ventilator was set to 2 cmH2O below the CPAP level) was set not to exceed 4% of the individual mean value of each subject's mean, and the individual mean value was calculated from five to eight trials. Statistical comparisons between the two nights with and without Indo. Central apnea was defined as an absence of airflow/mask pressure and perceptible inspiratory effort on the Respitrace for a length of at least 10 s. Hypopnea was defined as two or more untriggered efforts detected on the mask pressure tracing associated with a 50% or greater reduction in Vt. The apnea and hypopnea thresholds were determined by averaging PETCO2 of the three successive breaths immediately prior to either the first apnea or first hypopnea. The proximity of apneic/hypopneic threshold for PETCO2 to eupneic PETCO2 was calculated by subtracting the apneic/hypopneic threshold PETCO2 from the baseline PETCO2, while the ventilatory response to CO2 below eupnea was calculated by dividing the ΔVe (eupneic Ve – apneic Ve) by the ΔPETCO2. Data were collected only during stable NREM sleep, and trials that resulted in awakening or arousal were excluded from analysis. The data are presented as the group mean ± SE, which was an average of each subject’s mean, and the individual mean value was calculated from five to eight trials. Statistical comparisons between the two nights were performed by using paired t-test. P values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

Indo caused a consistent narrowing of CO2 reserve [ΔPETCO2 (eupnea PETCO2 – apnea threshold)] during NREM sleep (range −0.5 to −4.2 mmHg) in all subjects (Figs. 2–3), with the mean value being reduced from 6.3 ± 0.5 to 4.4 ± 0.7 mmHg (P = 0.01). The smaller CO2 reserve with Indo consisted of a relatively consistent (in 5 of 7 subjects) but statistically insignificant reduction of baseline PETCO2 (control vs. Indo: 46.3 ± 0.9 vs. 45.3 ± 1.3 mmHg, P = 0.39), combined with small increase in the apneic threshold (40.0 ± 0.9 vs. 40.9 ± 1.0 mmHg, P = 0.32) (Fig. 3). In turn, the narrowed CO2 reserve was due to a steeper slope in ventilatory response to hypocapnic disfacilitation (control vs. Indo: 1.06 ± 0.10 vs. 1.61 ± 0.27 l·min⁻¹·mmHg⁻¹, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4). The apneic lengths obtained at the apnea threshold PETCO2 were comparable following the placebo and Indo administrations (27.2 ± 2.0 vs. 25.0 ± 2.7 s, P = 0.24). In addition, the proximity of eupneic PETCO2 to the hypopnea threshold PETCO2 was reduced
in five of seven subjects (range $+2$ to $-5$) with the group mean not quite reaching statistically significant at $P < 0.05$ (control vs. Indo: $4.7 \pm 0.4$ mmHg to $2.6 \pm 0.9$ mmHg, $P = 0.08$) (Fig. 3).

Within-subject trial to trial variability is shown in Table 1. Five to eight multiple level pressure support ventilator trials per subject were performed in NREM sleep. The coefficient of variation of the apneic threshold value averaged 3.6 to 4.2%; and for the hypopneic threshold, the coefficient of variation averaged 4.3 to 5.2%.

**DISCUSSION**

This study demonstrates that Indo increases the ventilatory response slope to acute reductions in $P_{aCO_{2}}$ during NREM sleep and narrows the difference between the eupneic $P_{TETO_{2}}$ and the apnea threshold $P_{aETO_{2}}$ (i.e., CO2 reserve). The CO2 reserve is a sensitive index of the propensity for apneas that occur during sleep in response to transient ventilatory overshoots (13), and a narrowed CO2 reserve may predispose subjects to periodic breathing (31, 51). Hence, this observation points to a possible CBF-related mechanism contributing to sleep-related breathing instability.

**Methodological considerations.** We used Indo as a pharmacological tool to manipulate CBF (see Fig. 1). Indo is absorbed promptly and extensively from the gastrointestinal tract, with an onset of action of $\sim 30$ min and duration of action of about 4–6 h (10, 26). This time frame accords with our observations in our daytime study (52), and it is sufficient for us to complete our nighttime sleep measurements of the apneic threshold. Our ongoing studies have shown that Indo was able to reduce CBFV similarly during sleep and wakefulness (37, 54).

Although we and others have shown that Indo administration attenuates the cerebrovascular sensitivity to both hypercapnia and hypocapnia (12, 15, 28, 45, 48, 52), several factors need to be clarified before we can attribute the Indo-induced ventilation alteration to the Indo-induced changes in CBF. First, Indo may affect breathing through its inhibitory influence on prostaglandins. However, as we discussed in our previous paper (52), the direct effect of prostaglandin inhibition per se on ventilation is negligible (4, 26).

A second consideration is that Indo may affect breathing through other mechanisms outside the brain and central chemoreceptors, such as at the level of the carotid body chemoreceptors. Gómez-Niño et al. (19, 20) found in in vitro preparations that Indo enhanced the carotid body sensitivity to hypoxia and hypercapnia stimulation, although Indo had no effect on the carotid body output under normoxic, eucapnic conditions. On the other hand, limited in vivo studies suggest that the excitatory effect of Indo on breathing does not involve peripheral chemoreceptors. For example, Jansen et al. (23)
reported that chronic denervation of the carotid sinus and aortic bodies in fetal lambs did not modify Indo-induced activation of breathing movements. Wolsink et al. (49) investigated the influence of Indo on the ventilatory response to normoxic CO2 in anesthetized piglets by using the dynamic end-tidal forcing technique. They found that Indo only increased the CO2 sensitivity of the (slow) central component of the CO2 response without affecting the (fast) peripheral CO2 sensitivity in these piglets. In addition, a study in anesthetized cats showed that prostaglandins themselves may not activate carotid chemoreceptors, as prostaglandin infusion caused a greater increase in PETCO2 and the sensitivity of the (slow) central component of the CO2 response to reductions in PETCO2 and to estimated sensitivity of the (slow) central component of the CO2 response after bilateral section of carotid sinus nerves (30), which excludes the possibility that Indo might affect the carotid bodies by inhibiting prostaglandins. Finally, the involvement of the peripheral chemoreceptors in the ventilatory response to Indo in humans seems unlikely because our previous experiments showed similar influences of Indo on enhancing the ventilatory response to both normoxic and hyperoxic hypercapnia (52). Similarly, our ongoing human studies showed that Indo-associated hyperventilation under normoxic conditions was not reduced when the carotid bodies were suppressed by background hyperoxia (unpublished data).

A dosage of Indo that was 3.7 times that used in our study may attenuate the lung volume response to positive pressure (2, 14), i.e., higher positive pressure was required to reduce PaCO2 by a given amount. However, our study showed that apnea occurred at a lower level of pressure support with less reduction in PETCO2 in the Indo night compared with the control night (Fig. 2). Perhaps the dose of Indo we used in our experiment was not high enough to significantly affect lung mechanics.

Mechanisms for narrowing of the CO2 reserve with reduction of cerebrovascular response to CO2. We previously demonstrated that Indo increased the slope of V˙E response to the addition of CO2 above eupnea in awake subjects (52); while in the present study we observed that Indo increases the slope of V˙E inhibition to withdrawal of CO2 below eupnea in sleep. Together, our results suggest a parallel influence of cerebrovascular responsivity to CO2 on ventilation above and below eupnea, which in turn would contribute to augmentation of both ventilatory overshoots and undershoots, i.e., instability during sleep.

How did Indo affect brain PCO2 in eupnea and during transient hypocapnia? Indo decreases resting CBF and attenuates the cerebrovascular sensitivity to CO2 (3, 15, 28, 45, 52), and we recently showed that this effect is also present during NREM sleep (54). The Indo-induced reduction in resting CBF leads to an accumulation of CO2 and H+ in brain, which stimulates ventilation, thereby reducing eupneic PETCO2 and reducing the plant gain. On the other hand, the Indo-induced attenuation of CBF response to change in CO2 increases the controller gain (slope of ΔV˙E/ΔPCO2) (also see below). For example, in our experiments, the transient reduction in PaCO2 normally causes a cerebrovascular constriction, thereby reducing the washout of CO2, increasing the arterial to CSF PCO2 difference, and preserving brain PCO2 and H+. As this protective cerebrovascular constriction was impaired by Indo, brain PCO2 and H+ would be washed out in a noncontrolled manner when PaCO2 is falling, sensitizing the ventilatory depression to hypocapnia and significantly increasing the slope of ventilatory response below eupnea. Although the increased controller gain would be offset in part by the reduced plant gain, the net effect was a reduced CO2 reserve and, therefore, increased susceptibility for apnea and periodicity. We previously reported similar types of opposing effects of hypoxia on plant vs. controller

| Table 1. Trail to trail variability for apnea and hypopnea threshold measurements |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                | Control Night   | Indo Night      | Control Night   | Indo Night      |
|                                | Apnea | Hypopnea | Apnea | Hypopnea |
| # of trials                   | 6.9 ± 0.9  | 7.4 ± 0.8     | 5.7 ± 1.0     | 7.4 ± 1.4     |
| CV                            | 3.6% ± 0.6%  | 5.2% ± 0.8%     | 4.2% ± 0.8%     | 4.3% ± 0.7%     |

Values are means ± SE. Indo, indomethacin; CV, coefficient of variance.
gains in sleep (31, 50), although the net effect on narrowing the CO2 reserve was substantially greater than with Indo.

Our estimates of the quantitative effects of a compromised cerebrovascular responsiveness on brain PCO2 provides a basis for explaining the increased slope of the ventilatory response to CO2 below eupnea (see Fig. 4). For example, if we apply our previous findings showing that Indo decreased the CBF responsiveness to CO2 to one-third below control (52) to the data of Fencl (16), we estimate that in control, jugular venous PCO2 (PjvCO2) was reduced by 4 mmHg at the apnea threshold, requiring a reduction of 6.3 mmHg in arterial PCO2. When cerebrovascular responsiveness to hypocapnia was blunted with Indo, only a 4.4 mmHg reduction in arterial PCO2 was required to reach the apnea threshold but at about the same reduction in PjvCO2 (3.7 mmHg) as under control conditions. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4, the slope of the ΔVE/ΔPETCO2 below eupnea was increased significantly via Indo; whereas the estimated slope of the ΔVE/ΔPjvCO2 was unchanged. This means that alteration in CBF changes the ventilation response slope to reduced arterial PCO2 through only modifying the chemical environment of central chemoreceptors with no alteration in central chemosensitivity per se. Thus the increased ΔVE/ΔPETCO2 was likely attributable to a compromised capability to widen the arterial to jugular venous PCO2 difference in response to hypocapnia. Even these relatively small effects on PCO2 in the environment of the central chemoreceptors are likely to be important to ventilatory control during sleep when a tonic CO2 input becomes critical for breathing rhythmicity due to the withdrawal of the wakefulness stimulus (4, 40).

Central or peripheral chemoreception or both? Cerebral blood flow affects the environment of the central chemoreceptors. However, the apnea that commonly follows a transient ventilatory overshoot in NREM sleep appears to depend critically on hypocapnia being sensed by the peripheral chemoreceptors (31, 42, 43, 53). How then did Indo cause a narrowed CO2 reserve?

We speculate that this effect of Indo is most likely attributed at least in part to an interdependence of central chemoresponsiveness on peripheral chemoreceptor stimulation and vice versa. Takakura et al. (46) recently showed in anesthetized rats that CO2-sensitive neurons in the retrotrapezoid nucleus responded to systemic hypoxia or cyanide, and this central response was prevented via carotid body denervation. Further, Day and Wilson (11) reported in decerebrate rats with isolated perfusion of the medulla that the level of central CO2 significantly influenced the respiratory motor response to systemic hypercapnia. Perhaps then an exaggerated brain hypocapnia would augment the peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity to transient hypocapnia. Thus far this proposed peripheral and central chemoreceptor interdependence has not been demonstrated in humans, in whom transient time-dependent ventilatory responses to hypoxia and CO2 were employed in attempts to estimate the contributions from each set of chemoreceptors (44). These findings in human studies claiming no chemoreceptor interaction are very difficult to interpret because of the unknown and unsubstantiated potentiating after effects on ventilatory drive that must occur on withdrawal of the peripheral or central stimulus, but cannot be singled out in these studies because of the lack of chemoreceptor separation.

As a reasonable possibility we should also consider that the predominant role for peripheral vs. central chemoreceptors in causing apnea may be explained in part because hypocapnia-induced cerebrovascular constriction partially preserves PCO2 and [H+] at the central chemoreceptors, thereby protecting the latter from being exposed to a lower brain PCO2. Accordingly, when cerebrovascular reactivity to hypocapnia was attenuated, as with Indo, the brain blood flow underwent a smaller reduction with transient hypocapnia, allowing CO2 to wash out in an uncontrolled manner, consequently destabilizing breathing during sleep.

In summary, we need to emphasize that the relative contributions of central vs. peripheral chemoreceptors are difficult to distinguish under these complex conditions of transient, fast alterations in the CO2 and pH of the respective environments of both sets of receptors. We favor an explanation of a peripheral-central interaction to explain both the apparent highly sensitive apneic threshold mediated by the carotid chemoreceptors (41) as well as the effect of cerebral vascular responsiveness on the CO2 reserve. However, the evidence to date is limited in this regard. To apply this fundamental hypothesis to understand the control of breathing and breathing stability in wakefulness and sleep, we need to determine the extent to which this proposed chemoreceptor interaction might influence ventilatory control in the intact, unanesthetized preparation.

Clinical implications. In general, the relatively small reductions in CO2 reserve by themselves observed in the present study are likely not sufficient to produce instability in healthy people with no other destabilizing disturbances, such as a collapsible upper airway, frequent arousals, hypoxic exposure, high carotid chemoreceptor gain or sensitivity, and/or prolonged circulation time. However, in CHF patients who possess several factors potentially contributing to instability, their impaired cerebrovascular response to CO2 may well be a significant contributing factor to instability and apnea (21). In fact, a high prevalence of central sleep apnea together with a low cerebrovascular response to CO2 have been reported in patients with CHF (18), and cerebral vasodilation induced via captropril reduced eugenic ventilation and increased PCO2 and reduced the number of apnea-hypopneas in these patients (47). Furthermore, there are several other clinical observations also consistent with our experimental findings supporting a significant contribution from cerebrovascular responsiveness to ventilatory instability in sleep. For example, recent work by Ainslie et al.(1) indicates that hypoxia attenuates cerebrovascular reactivity to hypocapnia, which might also contribute to the periodic breathing during sleep at high altitudes. Furthermore, men have more sleep apnea than women, and they also have a lower CBF vasodilatory response to CO2 (24).

In summary, through the reduction in CBF and attenuation of cerebrovascular responsiveness to transient hypocapnia, Indo caused a smaller CO2 reserve via increasing the slope of the ventilatory response to CO2 below eupnea. The index of CO2 reserve provides a readily interpretable measure of the susceptibility for apnea and instability in a given subject and how it changes under varying conditions. These findings, therefore, shed light on the importance of compromised cerebrovascular reactivity in contributing to ventilatory instability during sleep.
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